Cleveland sneaker company draws attention with new line
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PMK is dedicated to providing its clientele with goods that embody an unparalleled level of
service and quality. It’s more than customization, it’s a lifestyle.

CLEVELAND – Birthed in a basement in 2004, by 2011 the Cleveland-based sneaker company
became a licensed trademark of MTV Networks. Best known for shaking up the sneaker world
with its ability to consistently transform sneakers into carefully crafted artwork through the Pimp
My Kicks line, PMK has just introduced its Perfectly Made Kicks Luxury Sports line.

The innovation of Pimp My Kicks landed the company in the position to step out of the
underground world into working directly with professional athletes, celebrities, elite
organizations, television shows and networks. By introducing the Perfectly Made Kicks line, this
customizing pioneer has added yet another dynamic. PMK kicked off of the first exclusive line
from Perfectly Made Kicks last Thursday in conjunction with the launching of their re-vamped
website.

In keeping up with the momentum of its growing clientele, PMK continues to raise the bar with
its resilient work ethic. Perfectly Made Kicks is a luxurious line that gives the company the ability
to continue to exceed expectations. There is virtually no end to the materials, colors and options
available to create a client’s personal masterpiece. This powerhouse now has countless ways to
truly customize products to meet the consumer’s purpose, feet and style.
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The Perfectly Made Kicks line was created with the goal of creating endless possibilities for its
clients, even the option of having their own brand. This line does not limit the wearer to general
releases or fixed color waves. The luxury brand was invented with early adapters, trendsetters,
entertainers, athletes and anyone with an occupation which calls for a look that is totally
original” said A.J. Ballard, President/Head Artist.

PMK is dedicated to providing its clientele with goods that embody an unparalleled level of
service and quality. It’s more than customization, it’s a lifestyle.

For more information about PMK please visit their website: www.pimpmykicks.com
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